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For military power to be lawful and morally just, future autonomous artificial 
intelligence (AI) systems must not commit humanitarian errors or acts of 

fratricide. To achieve this, a preventative form of minimally-just autonomy using 
artificial intelligence (MinAI) to avert attacks on protected symbols, sites, and sig-
nals of surrender is required. MinAI compares favorably to other maximally-just 
forms proposed to date. This article will examine how fears of speculative AI have 
distracted from making current weapons more compliant with international hu-
manitarian law. Of particular focus is the Protocol Additional to the Geneva Con-
ventions of 12 August 1949, Article 36.1 Critics of our approach may argue that 
machine learning can be fooled, that combatants can commit perfidy to protect 
themselves, and so forth. This article confronts this issue, including recent research 
on the subversion of AI, and concludes that the moral imperative for MinAI in 
weapons remains undiminished.

Introduction

As part of the Campaign to Stop Killer Robots, popular actors, famous business 
leaders, prominent scientists, lawyers, and humanitarians have called for a ban on 
autonomous weapons.2 On 2 November 2017, the campaign sent a letter to Aus-
tralia’s prime minister, Malcolm Turnbull, stating, “Australia’s AI research commu-
nity is calling on you and your government to make Australia the 20th country in 
the world to take a firm global stand against weaponizing AI.” Fearing inaction, 
these advocates pointed out that the development of autonomous weapons systems 
would have dire ramifications: “The deadly consequence of this is that machines—
not people—will determine who lives and dies.”3 It appears that they advocate a 
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complete ban on AI in weapons—an interpretation consistent with their future vi-
sion of a world inundated with miniature “slaughterbots.”4

A ban on AI in weapons may prevent the development of solutions to current 
humanitarian crises. Every day, the international news media reports incidents with 
conventional weapons. Consider situations like the following: a handgun stolen 
from a police officer is subsequently used to kill innocent persons, rifles are used for 
mass shootings in US schools, vehicles are employed to mow down pedestrians in 
public places, bombs are deployed to strike religious sites, a guided-bomb is used to 
strike a train bridge as an unsuspecting passenger train passes, a missile is fired to 
strike a Red Cross facility, and so forth. With the development of AI weapons, pre-
venting these types of incidents might be possible. These are real situations where 
an autonomous weapon system equipped with AI might intervene to save lives.

Confusion about the means needed to achieve a desired state of nonviolence is 
not new. A general disdain for simple technological solutions aimed at a better 
state of peace was prevalent in the antinuclear campaign—spanning the whole 
confrontation period with the Soviet Union and recently renewed with the inven-
tion of miniaturized warheads and the campaign to ban land mines in the late 
nineties.5 It does not seem unreasonable to ask why weapons with advanced seek-
ers could not embed AI to identify a symbol of the Red Cross and abort an or-
dered strike. Additionally, the location of protected sites of religious significance, 
schools, and hospitals could be programmed into weapons to constrain their ac-
tions. Preventing weapons from firing at humans by an unauthorized user could 
also be specified. Why should we not begin to test such innovations so that they 
might be ensconced in international weapons review standards?

This article asserts that autonomous systems are not likely to be capable of ac-
tion leading to the attribution of moral responsibility in the near term. However, 
these systems might today autonomously execute value-laden decisions embedded 
in their design and code, so they can perform actions to meet enhanced ethical 
and legal standards.6

The Ethical Machine Spectrum

A distinction between the two ends of the spectrum of ethical capability needs 
to be made. A maximally-just autonomy using artificial intelligence (MaxAI) 
guided by acceptable and nonacceptable actions has the benefit of ensuring ethi-
cally obligatory lethal action—even when system engineers of a subordinate sys-
tem may not have recognized the need or possibility of the relevant lethal action. 
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However, a maximally-just ethical robot requires extensive ethical engineering. 
Ronald Arkin’s ethical governor represents the most advanced prototype effort to-
ward a maximally-just system.7 The ethical governor provides an assessment on 
proposed lethal actions consistent with the laws of war and the rules of engage-
ment. The maximally-just position is apparent from the explanation of the opera-
tion of the constraint interpreter, which is a key part of the governor: “The con-
straint application process is responsible for reasoning about the active ethical 
constraints and ensuring that the resulting behavior of the robot is ethically per-
missible.”8 The constraint system—based on complex deontic and predicate 
logic—evaluates the proposed actions generated by the tactical reasoning engine of 
the system based on an equally complex data structure. Reasoning about the full 
scope of what is ethically permissible—including notions of proportionality and 
rules of engagement as Arkin describes—is prone to difficulty.

Figure 1. A MinAI ethical weapon. Such a weapon has the ability to disobey a target order in favor of a failsafe speci-
fication if an unexpected legally- or ethically-protected object or behavior is perceived in the effected target area. Target 
data is sourced externally to the weapon.

In contrast, a MinAI ethical robot, while still a constraint-driven system, could 
operate without a proper ethical governor, possessing only an elementary suppres-
sor of human-generated lethal action that would activate in accordance with a 
much narrower set of constraints (hard-coded rather than soft-coded)—meaning 
less system interpretation would be required. MinAI deals with what is ethically 
impermissible, basing constraints on the need to identify and avoid protected ob-
jects and behaviors. Specifically avoided are lawfully protected symbols and loca-
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tions, signs of surrender (including beacons), and sites that are hors de combat. It 
is important to note that these AI constraints range in scale of difficulty and will 
continue to improve as AI technologies advance. The conceptual model for a Mi-
nAI ethical weapon is illustrated in figure 1.

While MinAI will be more limited in a technical nature, it may be more morally 
desirable in outcomes than MaxAI in a range of specific circumstances. The former 
will not take active lethal or nonlethal action against protected persons or infra-
structure. In contrast, MaxAI involves the codification of normative values into 
rule sets and the interpretation of a wide range of inputs through the application 
of complex and potentially imperfect machine logic. This more-complex algorith-
mic morality—while potentially desirable in some circumstances—involves a 
greater possibility of actively introducing fatal errors, particularly in terms of man-
aging conflicts between interests.

Cognizant of the above dilemma, this article suggests that to meet fundamental 
moral obligations to humanity, we are ethically justified to develop MinAI sys-
tems. The ethical agency embedded in the machine and, thus, technologically me-
diated by the design, engineering, and operational environment, is less removed 
from the human moral agency than it is in a MaxAI system. MaxAI development 
is supererogatory in the sense that it may be morally beneficial in particular cir-
cumstances but is not necessarily morally required—and may even be demon-
strated to be unethical.

 Minimally-Just AI as “Hedging One’s Bets”

To the distaste of some, one might argue that the moral desirability of MinAI 
will decrease in the near future as the AI underpinning MaxAI becomes more ro-
bust and as we move away from rule-based and basic neural network systems to-
ward artificial general intelligence (AGI). Furthermore, the argument is that re-
sources should be dedicated to the development of maximal ethical robots. To be 
clear, there have been a number of algorithm success stories announced in recent 
years, across all the cognate disciplines. The ongoing development of algorithms as 
a basis for the success of AlphaGo and LibratusMuch has garnered much atten-
tion.9 These systems compete against the best human Go and Poker players, win-
ning against players who have made acquiring deep knowledge of these games their 
life’s work. The result of these preliminary successes has been a dramatic increase in 
media reporting and interest in the potential opportunities and pitfalls associated 
with the development of AI. Not all of these reports are accurate, and some have 
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negatively impacted public perception of AI, fueling the kind of dystopian visions 
advanced by the Campaign to Stop Killer Robots, as mentioned earlier.

The speculation that superintelligence is on the foreseeable horizon—with AGI 
realization timelines predicted in 20–30 years—reflects the success stories, while 
omitting discussions of the recent failures in AI. Many failures are unreported due 
to commercial and classification reasons. One example is Microsoft’s Tay AI Bot, a 
machine learning chatbot that learns from interactions with digital users. After a 
short period of operation, Tay developed an ego or character that was strongly sex-
ual and racialized, and ultimately Microsoft had to withdraw the bot from ser-
vice.10 Facebook had similar problems with its AI message chatbots assuming un-
desirable characteristics.11 Additionally, a number of autonomous road vehicles 
have been involved in motor vehicle accidents where the relevant systems were in-
capable of handling the scenario and quality-assurance practices failed to factor for 
such events.

There are currently irresolvable problems with the complex neural networks on 
which the successes in AI are based. These bottom-up systems can learn well in 
controlled environments and easily outperform humans in these scenarios based 
on data structures and their correlations, but these systems cannot match the top-
down rationalizing power of human beings in more open environments, such as 
road systems and conflict zones. Such systems are risky in these environments be-
cause they require strict compliance with laws and regulations. It would be diffi-
cult to question, interpret, explain, supervise, and control these systems because 
deep-learning systems cannot easily track their own “reasoning.”12

Just as importantly, when more-intuitive and, therefore, less-explainable systems 
come into wide operation, it may not be so easy to revert to earlier-stage systems, 
as human operators become reliant on the system to make difficult decisions. The 
danger becomes that operators’ own moral decision-making skills may have dete-
riorated over time.13 In the event of failure, total system collapse could occur, with 
devastating consequences if such systems were committed to a mission-critical op-
eration required in armed conflict.

There are, moreover, issues associated with functional complexity and the practi-
cal computational limits imposed on mobile systems that need to be capable of in-
dependent operation in the event of a communications failure. The computers re-
quired for AGI-level systems may not be subject to miniaturization or simply may 
not be sufficiently powerful or cost-effective for the intended purpose, especially in 
a military context in which autonomous weapons are sometimes considered dis-
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posable platforms.14 The hope for advocates of AGI is that computer processing 
power and other system components will continue to become dramatically smaller, 
cheaper, and powerful, but there is no guarantee that Moore’s law, which supports 
such expectations, will continue to reign true without extensive progress in the 
field of quantum computing.

MaxAI at this point in time, whether or not AGI should eventuate, appears a 
distant goal to deliver a potential result that unguaranteed. A MinAI system, on 
the other hand, seeks to ensure that the obvious and uncontroversial benefits of AI 
are harnessed, while the associated risks are kept under control by normal military 
targeting processes. Decision makers need to take action now to stave off grandiose 
visions that may not eventuate and instead deliver a positive result with technology 
that already exists.

Implementation

International Humanitarian Law Article 36 states, “In the study, development, 
acquisition or adoption of a new weapon, means or method of warfare, a High 
Contracting Party is under an obligation to determine whether its employment 
would, in some or all circumstances, be prohibited by this Protocol or by any 
other rule of international law applicable to the High Contracting Party.”15 The 
Commentary of 1987 to the Article further indicates that a state must review not 
only new weapons but also any existing weapon that is modified in a way that al-
ters its function—or a weapon that has already passed a legal review that is subse-
quently modified.16 Thus, the insertion of MinAI in a weapon would require Ar-
ticle 36 review.

The customary approach to assessment to comply with Article 36 covers the 
technical description and performance of the weapon and assumes humans assess 
and decide weapons use.17 AI poses challenges for assessment under Article 36 in 
situations where there was once human-decision functions were clearly separated 
from weapon technical function assessment. Assessment approaches need to ex-
tend to embedded decision making and acting capability for MinAI.

Although Article 36 deliberately avoids imposing how such a determination 
made, it might be in the interests of the International Committee of the Red 
Cross—and humanity as a whole—to do so in this specific case. Consider the first 
reference in international treaties to the need to conduct legal reviews of new 
weapons.18 As a precursor to Article 36, the Saint Petersburg Declaration has a 
broader scope: “The Contracting or Acceding Parties reserve to themselves to come 
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hereafter to an understanding whenever a precise proposition shall be drawn up in 
view of future improvements which science may effect in the armament of troops, 
in order to maintain the principles which they have established, and to conciliate 
the necessities of war with the laws of humanity.”19 MinAI in weapons and auton-
omous systems is precisely such a proposition. The ability to improve humanitar-
ian outcomes through embedded weapon capability to identify and prevent attack 
on protected objects might form a recommended standard.

The sharing of technical data and algorithms for achieving this standard through 
Article 36 would drive down the cost of implementation and expose systems to 
countermeasures that improve their security.

Humanitarian Counter-Countermeasures

Critics may argue that combatants will develop countermeasures aimed at spoil-
ing the intended humanitarian effects of MinAI in weapons and autonomous sys-
tems. However, it is antihumanitarian and potentially illegal to field countermea-
sures to MinAI. Yet, many actors do not comply with the rule of law. Therefore, it 
is necessary to consider countermeasures to MinAI that may seek to degrade, dam-
age, destroy, or deceive the capability so as to secure the targeted system.

Degradation, Damage, or Destruction

It is expected that lawfully targeted enemies will attempt to destroy or degrade 
weapon performance to prevent MinAI from achieving its intended mission. Such 
countermeasures could include attack against the weapon seeker or other means. 
Such an attack may degrade, damage, or destroy the MinAI capability. If the act is 
in self-defense, this is not a behavior expected of a humanitarian object and, thus, 
the function of the MinAI is not required anyway.

If the degradation, damage, or destruction is targeted against the MinAI in or-
der to cause a humanitarian disaster, it would be a criminal act. However, for this 
to occur, the legal status of the target would have had to have been neglected as a 
precursor, prior to this act, which ought to be the primary cause for concern. 

Deception

Combatants might simply seek to deceive the MinAI capability by using some-
thing akin to a Red Cross or Red Crescent symbol to protect themselves, thereby 
averting an otherwise lawful attack. This is an act of perfidy covered under IHL 
Article 37. Yet, such an act may serve to improve distinction, by crosschecking per-
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fidious sites with the Red Cross to identify anomalies. Furthermore, the Red Cross 
symbol is an distinctive marker, so wide-area surveillance might be sensitive to 
subsequent attempts at such deception. Further, it is for this reason that we distin-
guish that MinAI ethical weapons respond only to the unexpected presence of a 
protected object or behavior. This response is a decision made in the targeting pro-
cess and is external to the ethical weapon, as illustrated in figure 1. A log for ac-
countability and subsequent review of the action will be generated.

Figure 2. (Top) Adversarial 2D camouflage to a stop sign imitating wear and tear, using a convolutional neural 
network—a class of deep, feed-forward artificial neural networks, most commonly applied to analyzing visual 
imagery—on the Laboratory for Intelligent and Safe Automobiles road-signs database, achieves 100-percent 
success classifying each of these as 45-mph-speed signs. (Kevin Eykholt et al., “Robust Physical-World Attacks on 
Deep Learning Visual Classification” (paper, 2018 Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition, Salt Lake 
City, UT, 18–22 June 2018), https://arxiv.org/pdf/1707.08945.pdf.) (Bottom) For a detector followed by a classifier—
a mapping from unlabeled instances to discrete classes—achieves 100-percent failure, correctly identifying these as stop 
signs every time. (Jiajun Lu et al., “Standard Detectors Aren’t (Currently) Fooled by Physical Adversarial Stop Signs,” 
26 October 2017, https://arxiv.org/pdf/1710.03337.pdf.)

The highest-performing object-recognition systems are neural networks; yet, the 
high dimensionality that gives them that performance level may in itself be a vul-
nerability. Researchers have discovered a phenomenon related to stability given 
small perturbations to inputs, where a non-random perturbation imperceptible to 
humans could be applied to a test image and result in an arbitrary change to its es-
timate.20 A significant body of work has since emerged on these “adversarial ex-
amples.”21 Of the many and varied forms of attack, there exists a range of counter-
measures. A subclass of adversarial examples of relevance to MinAI are those that 
can be applied to two- and three-dimensional physical objects to change their ap-
pearance to the machine. Recently adversarial algorithms have been used to gener-
ate camouflage paint and even 3-D printed objects resulting in errors for standard 
deep network classifiers.22 Concerns include the possibility to paint a Red Cross 
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symbol on an object that is recognizable by a weapon seeker yet invisible to hu-
mans and the dual case illustrated in figure 2 of painting over a protection symbol 
with marking resembling weathered patterns unnoticeable to humans yet resulting 
in an algorithm being rendered unable to recognize the sign—in this case a traffic 
stop sign symbol, which is of course similar to a Red Cross symbol.

In contrast to these results popularized by online media, researchers have dem-
onstrated no errors on the same experimental setup as the stop-sign scenario above 
and in live trials. These researchers explained that the original team had confused 
detectors—a class of deep, feed-forward artificial neural networks, most commonly 
applied to analyzing visual imagery—(like Faster region-based convolutional neu-
ral networks [R-CNN]) with classifiers—a mapping from unlabeled instances to 
discrete classes.23 Methods used in the first of these experiments appear to be at 
fault due to pipeline problems, including perfect manual cropping (a proxy for a 
detector that has been assumed away) and rescaling before applying to a classifier. 
Outside of the lab environment, it remains difficult to conceive of a universal de-
feat for a detector under various real-world angle, range, and light conditions, but 
further research is required.

Global open access to MinAI code and data, for example Red Cross imagery 
and video scenes in “the wild,” would have the significant advantage of ensuring 
these techniques continue to be tested and hardened under realistic conditions and 
architectures. Global access to MinAI algorithms and data sets would speed imple-
mentation, offering low-cost solutions for nations that might not otherwise afford 
such innovations, and exert moral pressure on defense companies that do not use 
this resource.

International protections against countermeasures targeting MinAI might be 
mandated. If such protections were accepted, it would strengthen the case for the 
employment of MinAI, but in the absence of such protections, the moral impera-
tive for MinAI in weapons remains undiminished in light of countermeasures.

Conclusion

This article presented a case MinAI that could make life-saving decisions in the 
world today. The hope is that the significant resources spent on reacting to specu-
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lative fears of campaigners might one day be spent mitigating the suffering of peo-
ple caused by weapons that lack MinAI. JIPA 
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